Without removing the lug from the rod, the rocket can be attached to the rod. The rocket is then positioned on the launch pad. After wrapping the rod with rugged covering and securing device, the rocket is prepared for launching complete with the rod. The rocket can be launched at any time after the rod has hardened.

When pushed on top, the launch lug is turned will come off easily. To insert top, position top, and push into place. Adjust so that it sits into the slot more easily. Insert top into the slot more easily. Insert top into the slot more easily. Insert top into the slot more easily. Insert top into the slot more easily.

The body lug is shaped to hook over bottom of rocket. Shave off the end of the lug. Place the lug over the body. Place the lug over the body. Place the lug over the body. Place the lug over the body. Place the lug over the body.

Cut two pieces of wire 2 3/4" long. Bend one to 45° to form a lug.